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Introduction to paper

Gaming machines have come to dominate US casinos and currently offer the single largest forms of gambling in the US in terms of revenue. Through both legalization and the technological development in electronics, the gaming machine industry has grown rapidly since the middle of the 1970s onward. New market segments have also been created in the process. Initially, spinning reel-gaming machines dominated the market, but by the end of the 1970s, video poker and other video-based gaming machines made inroads into the market, followed in the late 1980s by gaming machines connected through statewide networks called Wide Area Progressive games.

Despite the size of the market, the extensive technological change the industry has experienced and its importance as leisure consumption, the business history of the firms that manufacture gaming machine has thus far received little academic attention.

The ability to create player appeal is the foundation of the performance of a gaming machine. Throughout gaming history, technological change has constantly been able to alter the way gaming machines create player appeal. Ranging back to the late 20th century, gaming machines have gone through considerable technological change from mechanical to electromechanical and from electromechanical technology to electronic. Coupled with these advantages, a number of other technological changes in the different subsystems of gaming machines also occurred. 

Through the middle of the 1960s until the beginning of the 1980s, Bally from Illinois was the world’s leading gaming machine manufacturer with a nearly monopolistic market share in the US. Bally’s successful growth not only was caused by the growth of gaming machine manufacturing, but also by a far-reaching vertical integration and expansion of businesses into adjacent entertainment industries. Frequently referred to as the IBM or General Motors of gaming machines at the time, Bally was seen as the “master of innovation, development, manufacturing and salesmanship” (Fey, 2002: 200). However, during the 1980s, Bally’s dominating market share in the gaming machine market decreased, and IGT, a new firm from Nevada rapidly gained market share. During the second half of the 1980s, IGT became the new market leader when it surpassed Bally both in terms of the number of gaming machines sold annually (see Figure 34) as well as in terms of gaming machine revenues (see Figure 35). The leading position in terms of total installed base of gaming machines in the US soon followed (Table 1). Throughout the 1990s, IGT maintained its position as the leading gaming machine manufacturer in a rapidly expanding market.
### Table 13: US market share (percentage), installed gaming machines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bally</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Distributing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams Gaming</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristocrat</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Atlantic City Action (1986, 1990); Deutsche Bank (2003); Slot Manager (1996).

Descriptions of how Bally lost its leadership to IGT have been offered in general terms. Casino managers have described how “Bally kind of fell asleep” (Michael Gaughan in Stevenson, 1989) at the end of the 1980s and how “It was a matter of one company feeling comfortable and another feeling hungry” (Andy Hommel, cited in Rasmusson, 1998:36). Industry analysts have argued that Bally had difficulties in responding to new technologies and customer demands and that “Bally’s management team was losing focus” (Joseph Coccimiglio cited in Rasmusson, 1998:36). After being such a successful dominating firm in the US gaming machine market, what were the precise circumstances behind Bally’s decline in industrial leadership in the gaming machine manufacturing market and why did IGT gain that industrial leadership?

This paper which consists of a chapter from my upcoming dissertation describes the circumstances whereby IGT first managed to make an inroad in the US gaming machine manufacturing market by capturing the emerging market-segment for video-based gaming machines during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Until that time, the market for gaming machine in the US had only consisted of spinning-reel gaming machines and it was estimated that Bally had over 4/5 of the market for these machines by the end of the 1970s.
6. William Redd’s founding of IGT and capturing of the video poker market

“\[I\] was already a millionaire several times over. I never thought of this company [IGT] in terms of dollars or cents or what you call gross volume or gross profit. The only thing that I do think of and I do believe in is that IGT will actually surpass Bally in its total volume…and profitability. I’m gonna be bigger than Bally.”


As described in the previous chapter, many of Bally’s divisions encountered problems during the second half of the 1980s. However, the failure of the gaming machine manufacturing division were puzzling when taken into consideration that it were the original core business of Bally Manufacturing that the company had dominated in terms of market share during the 1960s and 1970s. At the end of the 1970s digital technology made its breakthrough in the gaming machine industry and would provide a number of new innovative opportunities. Bally was unable to capture the new gaming machine market segments in the form of video poker and WAP games, but also encountered decreasing market shares in the market segment for spinning reel gaming machines. Instead, the new company IGT became the market leader in all these market segments. As argued in this study, the discontinuous technological shift to digital technology was highly problematic for Bally and at the same time created innovative opportunities for new competing firms. In the theoretical part four ways in which a technological shift can be discontinuous to leading firms in an industry was described, including: (1) being disruptive to its business model by being (initially) unattractive to its business model, (2) by changing the competitive advantage of a specific organizational structure, (3) by making existing capabilities obsolete and requiring new dynamic capabilities, and (4) by requiring significant new ways to think about a technology. In this chapter and the following two, the development of the different gaming machine market segments are described and related to the discontinuous circumstances of the technological shift to digital technology.

This chapter begins by describing the entrepreneurial circumstances behind the creation of IGT in which the company’s founder William Redd had an important entrepreneurial function. In relation to this the chapter also describe how Bally passed up on the opportunity of this new emerging market segment and propose an explanation for this. Subsequently the chapter describes how the video poker became a new market disruption in the gaming machine industry that became instrumental in capturing and creating the market for local players.

6.1.29. Si Redd’s entrepreneurial function at Bally distributing company

“The gambling people out in Nevada treated a lot [gaming] machine the same way that they do a blackjack table or a dice table. As long as you can put a new cover on it, it won’t ever wear out. Well it’s true the slot might not wear out but you must have something new. So the minute when I saw what was going on I was intent on mimicking what the companies in the old coin-operated amusement field had tried to do, and that was to keep on introducing new models. I think this was one of the reasons why we [Bally Distributing] were lucky.”


William Silas “Si” Redd (Nov 16, 1911-Oct 14, 2003) started his career in the coin-op industry in the 1930s and during the subsequent decades he was a distributor for several
companies in the amusement field and also established his own distributing company in Boston that covered the New England region (Public Gaming, 1982; Hagen, 2001). When his existing distributorship encountered difficulties after being under pressure from organized crime he accepted the new opportunity that was created in 1967 when Bally’s William O’Donnell searched for a new manager to take over the distributorship of Bally in Nevada (Hagen, 2001). At the time, Bally Manufacturing Company did not yet have a gaming license to be a distributor in Nevada. In 1967 Si Redd bought 70% of the gaming machine distributing company (then called Currency Gaming) that previously had been owned by Dick Graves for 60,000 USD with the rest of the company being owned by Bally’s President, William O’Donnell (Selesner, 1982). Subsequently, Currency Gaming changed its name to the Bally Distributing Company and after acquiring another distributor of Bally in the state (“Bally Sales”), the distributor became the only distributor for Bally’s gaming machines in Nevada.

At the time when Si Redd took over the distributor, Bally had thus far had limited success in the Nevada market and was more reliant on the international market (Public Gaming, 1982b: 44). However, during the 1970s Bally Distributing became highly successful in Nevada and Si Redd became known in the state as the “slot machine king” (Public Gaming, March 1982b).

Si Redd came to Nevada at a time when market conditions soon became more favorable in Nevada. The growth of casino gaming that had been limited during most of the second half of the 1960s started to grow rapidly at the end of the 1960s (Figure 7 p 60) which prompted new casino investments. At the same time there was a large potential replacement market of old mechanical gaming machines. Bally’s first electrometrical gaming machines were technologically innovative compared to the old mechanical gaming machines. However, to succeed in Nevada Bally needed the entrepreneurial function to overcome the markets resistance towards their innovation that still existed towards their new machines. They also needed to be more successful in connecting the new innovative opportunities of electromechanical technology with the market needs in Nevada and constantly develop new player appealing features for their expanding product line. At the time of when Si Redd took over Bally Distributing, Bally Manufacturing had successfully introduced the “Money honey” model, but then thus far only released a few subsequent models (see Figure 24 p 103).

At the time operators of gaming equipment kept their gaming machines until their mechanical lifespan ended which often was over a decade. Because it was the table games that made up for the majority of the revenues and gaming machines in many cases were seen as a necessary addition, there were considerable barrier among casino operators to make the investments to replace existing gaming machines before their mechanical lifespan had reached an end.

In the amusement game industry the lifespan of games was often shorter and distributors were used to sales strategies to obsolete old equipment by constantly introducing new games. When Si Redd took over Bally Distributing, he applied many of the sales strategies from his years as amusement game distributor to the gaming industry (KNPR, 2005). One of these strategies was fuel the replacement cycle of gaming machines by constantly introducing player appealing innovations for gaming machines. Si Redd’s demand creating strategy involved constantly pushing Bally to introduce new gaming machine innovations for the Nevada market. Bally distributing constantly suggested new player appealing innovations to Bally’s engineers in Chicago to make creative destruction the imperative of the industry. According to Si Redd, “They [Bally’s engineers] thought I was a son of a bitch. Just when they had things set, I’d be looking to change this or that” (Si Redd cited in Hagen, 2001).
The annual number of gaming machines that Bally released increased rapidly at the end of the 1960s (see Figure 24 p 103). For Bally in Chicago, it was important for its R&D market to receive innovative inputs from the distributors that had direct input and knowledge of the players preferences. It is notable that while Bally’s initial gaming machine, the Money Honey from 1963, had introduced engineering innovations, such as the improved hopper mechanism (see chapter 5.1.22 p 91), Si Redd pushed for improvements that often were based on the difficult, largely tacit knowledge of what constituted player appeal for gamblers. These innovations required the ability to sense and interpret the preferences of different gamblers. One of his first improvements was to take away the lemon as a losing symbol and replace it with a blank spot, in order to limit the negative play experience of losses. Si Redd also pushed for more exciting multiplier gaming machines that could accept bets of multiple coins and give the chance of larger jackpots. The multiple coin machines increased the number of coins that could be wagered with each pull, which increased the handle. He also pushed for the introduction of more exciting machines on which the gamblers could win on multiple lines, something that increased the money wagered. Subsequently, he pushed for Bally’s successful line of dollar machines in the middle of the 1970s, which had high payback percentage, but more than made up for this by their high volume of play (handle). Bally Distributing did not invent all these things, but by their ability to interpret the market and suggest innovative improvements, they were an important in providing inputs and direction for Bally Manufacturing’s R&D facility. Another important person that provided an important role in linking the R&D efforts to the market was Bally’s factory representative in Nevada, Doc Kaufman.

To accomplish rapid growth for these new innovative Bally gaming machines, Bally Distributing pioneered sales and marketing techniques to overcome the resistance of casinos to adopting these innovations. Si Redd had a sales strategy for making it possible to introduce new machine first without cost on a participation basis during a test period and then given an option to the operators to buy the machine after a test period if the machine had proven successful (or the choice of continuing with the participation of profits). Especially, for casinos and operators with less financial capital, the participation strategy allowed them to introduce new gaming machines more rapidly.63

“What it came down to was that any new innovation we could put on the slot that was different for the player, well, it was an easy sell. Our policy with store keepers was that they didn’t have to buy it, just place it in their stores and give us half of the increase. First, we would tell him to pay us in 90 days. Then we’d put it in and say just give us one half the increase and he’d say ‘well I’ll take that 90-day deal because I’m going to pay you a lot faster’” Si Redd in Public Gaming (1982b: 44).

This sales strategy involved higher risks on behalf of the distributor and a prerequisite for its successful implementation was that Bally’s gaming machine actually had considerably higher player appeal (win/unit) than the average and that the distributor had the ability to sense which machines would prove successful on different locations. Both of these conditions were there in the case of Bally Distributing and the upside of the strategy was a rapid growth of sales.

Bally Distributing and Si Redd also attacked the established, engrained view among many casinos of a comparatively high payout ratio for gaming machines. To keep players excited and playing longer, he pushed for a number of small jackpots in addition to a few big jackpots. He also attacked the prevailing payout percentage by trying to convince casinos to increase the payout percentage and make their profit by the increasing play volume instead.64 These efforts to increase payback percentage were pushed even further with the rapid growth of dollar gaming
machines in the second half of the 1970s. At the time nickel denomination gaming machines had dominated the market and the introduction of dollar denomination was an effort to extend the market for gaming machines from the low-end to the more high-end part of the casino gaming market.

Figure 28: Share of total number of gaming machines, different denomination, Nevada (statewide), 1965-2006

![Graph showing the share of total number of gaming machines, different denomination, Nevada (statewide), 1965-2006.]

Source: Quarterly Statistical Report, Nevada Gaming Commission. Note: Fiscal Year ended June 30, includes all licensed gaming machine in the state (non-restricted and restricted).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Twent-one</th>
<th>Craps</th>
<th>Roulette</th>
<th>Keno</th>
<th>25-cent gaming machines</th>
<th>1$ slot</th>
<th>5-cent</th>
<th>Other gaming machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>29.63</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 1975, there were only 1077 dollar gaming machines in Nevada; in 1979 that number had grown to 13615 which represented an increased their relative share of total number of gaming machines in Nevada during this period from 2.2 to 17.5 percent during the same period (see Figure 28). The growth were also reflected in Nevada casinos where dollar gaming machines increased its share of total gaming revenues from 3.1 to 23.4 percent between 1976 and 1983 (Table 14). Some of the dollar gaming machines had a payback percentage as high as 93-97%, compared to the 84-85% payback percentage that had dominated gaming machines before the introduction of dollar gaming machines (Fey, 2002: 199). Often the dollar gaming machines were placed in groups in a dollar carousel at the casino floor which increased the win for many casinos because of the excitement they created (Nelson, 1994: 138).

Bally Distributing was in the middle of a shift towards increasing presence of gaming machines on the casino floor. Gaming machines started to gain market share in relation to table games in Nevada from 1975 onward and as argued earlier, the breakthrough of dollar gaming machines with high payback percentage was initially a contributing factor to this development (see chapter 4.2). The dollar spinning reel machine was the first gaming machine that had the ability to expand the market for gaming machines by moving upmarket, a part of the market that previously only had been controlled by table games. At the same time a large number of players that had been nickel-players also shifted and started to play the dollar-slots (Public Gaming, 1982c).

---

| Year | 11.36 | 4.68 | 2.76 | 0.76 | 6.12 | 20.67 | 13.17 | 23.89 | 16.59 |

Source: Nevada Gaming Control Board, *Gaming Revenue Report* (various years). Note: Does only include non-restricted locations with >1 MUSD in annual revenues. Note: Data before 1976 is not available.
A significant long-term improvement in the payback percentage for gaming machines occurred during this time as evidenced by accounts from casino managers and manufacturers (see e.g. Selesner, 1980b). Unfortunately, statistical data from Nevada before the second half of the 1980s regarding this development is lacking. However, the available data of casino gambling in Atlantic City 1978-2005 describes this trend (Figure 29). The decrease in gaming machine win percentages in Atlantic City during the 1980s and into the beginning of the 1990s was in sharp contrast to the development of table game win percentage (table drop) that was almost constant during the same period (see Figure 29). During the middle of the 1970s, digital technology would enable the introduction of video-based gaming machines. Si Redd’s entrepreneurial role in this new market segment eventually led to the formation of what would become IGT.
6.2. The disruption of Video Poker and other video gaming machines

Opportunities to create entirely new types of gaming machines became possible with the shift to digital technology. In terms of context, Si Redd was at the right place as distributor in the industry and at the right time to envision and take advantage of the new opportunities. He also possessed the personal skills, background in the amusement industry, sales knowledge and financial resources that was necessary to succeed with the new opportunities that emerged when amusement video game technology made its breakthrough in the gaming machine industry. The entrepreneurial opportunity was also influenced by the reaction of the other actors in the industry, that is, Si Redd’s ability take advantage of the new technological opportunity were dependent on Bally’s inability to envision the potential value in the same opportunity.

During the early 1970s, Bally Distributing developed and manufactured what was considered as specialty gaming machines. These machines were called specialty machines because they served a special niche market compared to the main market of electromechanical spinning reel gaming machines. Specialty machines were produced in small quantities, often using a large number of specific components. This made them ill suited to the ordinary production process among the large gaming machine manufacturers. They were not seen as competing with the main market, instead their attraction often served a novelty value and casinos often placed them near the entrance to highlight this novelty value that could draw attention from people passing by.

These specialty machines were developed and manufactured by Bally Distributing in its office in Reno where the company had a small group of engineers involved in these projects. Different types of specialty machines existed before the breakthrough of digital technology and Bally Distributing (Currency Gaming) had developed specialty machines in the form of gigantic “Big Bertha” machines before Si Redd took over the company (Nelson, 1994:136). However, the development of digital technology enabled new opportunities to experiment with different types of new gaming machines. Several other small companies had also tried to create new types of gaming machine based on digital technology, starting with efforts to incorporate electronics in gaming machines at the middle of the 1960s. This included efforts from small companies such as Nevada Electronics, Nevada Air Products, Dale Electronics, Raven Electronics, Gamex and Fortune Coin. The first generation of gaming machines that incorporated electronics were not able to expand beyond their niche market as specialty products. During the 1970s digital technology developed rapidly, the performance of integrated circuits increased rapidly following Moore’s law and at the end of the 1970s microprocessors had become viable options for use in gaming machines.

It was the introduction of video-based gaming machines that offered entirely new opportunities for digital gaming machines. Si Redd saw the potential for digital video gaming machines after the first wave of amusement video games had revolutionized arcades throughout the US with the introduction of Pong at the end of 1972 (Jörnmark & Ernkvist, forthcoming). Similar to many other innovative opportunities under uncertain conditions Si Redd’s vision of the opportunity was not clearly defined at the beginning. However, as testified by Si Redd the attention he devoted to the area seems to have been driven by the perceived potential advantage that video-based gaming machines offered in terms of lower operational costs and new types of games.
"I could see three or four things: First, video slots wouldn't give any service problems. Second, it would be so much harder to cheat it (Not that these thieves can't learn anything!). Third, I knew that with a video slot you could do so many things that you couldn’t do otherwise"

Si Redd in *Public Gaming*, March 1982

It is likely that Si Redd’s background in the amusement business and his position in the industry as distributor and manufacturer of specialty machines at Bally Distributing were factors that influenced the attention he devoted to the new field. As argued earlier, Si Redd’s personal conviction of the need for constant product innovation in the gaming machine industry had been influenced by the amusement game industry. When the video-based amusement game “Pong” made its breakthrough in arcades at the end of 1972, it sent out a signal of the opportunities of digital video-based gaming machines although many perceived it as a novelty. Bally Distributing had a small engineering group for its specialty machines that could experiment with video-based gaming machines. Bally Manufacturing did not perceive the same value in the opportunity.

“But it [the video market] really began about ten years ago [1973] when Atari made a machine called ‘pong’. I was with Bally at the time. Bally turned it down. I recommended that they buy Pong. Pong was an amusement device and it was just the beginning. We [Bally Distributing] saw what Pong could do as an amusement machine and we had engineers who could vision doing the same thing with keno, poker or ‘21.’ So we [Bally Distributing] bought some used pong games and converted them to blackjack machines. The rest of it was luck. On the video poker we just got lucky. We didn’t know it was that good. It certainly wasn’t that we were so great or ingenious. For some reason or another draw poker just caught on. So much that today thousands and thousands of people who play poker in our machines in Las Vegas, never play a slot machine. In fact, I’ve heard a lot of them say, ‘What, me play a slot machine? Never, I’m not an idiot but I do love my poker.’” Si Redd in *Public Gaming* (1983c)

At the middle of the 1970s Si Redd’s Bally Distributing was experimenting with video based gaming machines in various forms, starting with a black and white video 21 and continuing with a range of other machines. They were not the only company in the US that responded to this potential at this time.

Fortune Coin was a new company founded Stanley Fulton and Walter Fraley that developed a video based spinning reel machine (1975) and color video poker (1977). Subsequently Si Redd managed to acquire Fortune Coin around 1978 when he had formed his new entrepreneurial venture. The acquisition put IGT at the technological forefront in video-based gaming machine technology. The circumstance whereby Si Redd sold Bally Distributing and became founder of this new entrepreneurial venture focused on video-based gaming machines is the focus of next part.

6.2.30. The creation of the predecessor to IGT

In the theoretical discussion, the nature of Schumpeterian entrepreneurship characterized by idiosyncratic perception under uncertain circumstances was described. The aim of this chapter is to describe the circumstances underlying the creation of IGT. The next chapter then describe video-poker as a new market disruption. Subsequently the rationale behind Bally Manufacturing’s neglect of video-based gaming machines is discussed and why the business model of video poker business was well suited for IGT as a disruptor.

In 1973, Bally Manufacturing applied for its own gaming license to sell and operate gaming machines in Nevada. When Bally subsequently received its Nevada license, the company was anxious to acquire Bally Distributing Company of Reno in 1975 in line with their overall strategy of integration of distributors (see Chapter 5.2.26 p 107). As highlighted by William
O’Donnell in the Annual Report, the acquisition was seen as an important part of Bally’s strategy.

“Of all the developments which took place recently, however, the most significant is the licensing of Bally by the State of Nevada. This paves the way for Bally to begin negotiations to acquire its largest distributor, Bally Distributing Company of Reno, Nevada, a firm which distributes and operate gaming equipment and also develops specialty slot machines and other gambling devices.”


Negotiations took place in 1975, and Bally Distributing was acquired in June 30 1975. In what later would stand out as an important event in the gaming machine industry, Si Redd subtracted an equivalent of around 1.5 million USD from the selling price to retain the rights to specialty gaming machines and video gaming machines (Public Gaming, 1981 and 1982b, Selesner, 1982a). The latter represented the video gaming machines that Bally Distributing had started to experiment with, among them video “21” and poker on a TV screen.

In relation to the sales the parties also signed a non-compete agreement that prevented Bally from competing with Si Redd’s company in the market for video-based gaming machines (excluding video reels), this agreement was amended in 1978 to be valid until April 1984 in Clark County and until April 1983 in all other areas throughout the world (IGT Prospextus, 1981: 16; Public Gaming, 1981 and 1982b). Hence, already at the beginning Si Redd’s new entrepreneurial venture managed to negotiate favorable growth conditions to appropriate the economic returns of the market for video-based gaming machines. After the sales, Si Redd continued as President for Bally Distributing until 1978 and until this time, Si Redd’s new company had a joint venture agreement with Bally Distributing according to which Bally Distributing developed and manufactured the video-based gaming machines for the company. In combination with the expiration of the joint-venture agreement Si-Redd hired the engineers involved in video based gaming machines at Bally Distributing as well as all the inventory. Si Redd also entered a consultancy agreement with Bally Distributing in 1978 that granted him Bally stock options, but prevented him to compete with Bally’s spinning reel market. However, in 1981 Si Redd terminated the agreement (IGT Prospectus, 1981:30).

Description of Bally’s management’s inability to recognize the opportunities of video-based gaming machines is fraught with the risk of ex-post rationalizations of the events. While Si Redd has given depiction of the event from his point of view, William O’Donnell has (to the author’s knowledge) not been giving any public account. As recalled from Si Redd’s point of view, the video gaming rights were a smaller part in the larger negotiation over the sales of Bally Distributing. Bally’s CEO William O’Donnell gave up the rights for in the negotiations rather hastily. It was not a trade-off to acquire Nevada Distributing that Bally necessarily had to do, but rather one that they did in order to acquire Bally Distributing at a lower price. Bally Manufacturing initially agreed to purchase Si Redd’s part of Bally Distributing for cash and stock equivalent to around 9 MUSD, but later offered only 7.5 MUSD after which more negotiation followed (Selesner, 1982a).

“We got into a negotiable situation [about the acquisition of Bally Distributing]. I didn’t have attorneys, advisors or anything. Well, now all of a sudden I’ve got attorneys coming out of my ears. And...I said to Bill [William O’Donnell], ‘Damn, Bill, we’re a million-and-a-half apart. Those video machines are worth a million-and-a-half’...Well O’Donnell says to me, ‘Oh, they are, are they?’ And I said ‘Yeah.’ So he says, ‘Okay, all of you attorneys, get in here...we just settled this thing. Si, you said these machines are
worth a million-and-a-half, didn’t you?’ And I said, ‘That’s right.’ So he says, ‘Well, you SOB, you just keep the videos…and that equals $9 million.’ And I said, ‘Well, you SOB, I’ll just do that.’”


Si Redd received 5.8 MUSD and 266,667 common stock of Bally Manufacturing for his 70% share of Bally Distributing in 1975 (IGT Prospectus, 1981:30). Given Si Redd’s 1967 purchase price of 60,000 USD for his 70% shares the selling price was a reflection of the exceptional development that Bally Distributing had gone through. At the time, Si Redd was in his mid 60s. Considering that individuals that attempts to create a new firms is highly eschewed towards younger people in the 25-35 age group (Lévesque & Minniti, 2006: 188) his entrepreneurial decision was far from the norm. Si Redd later argued that the aforementioned sales incident had filled him with a “desire and inspiration” to compete with Bally (Selesner, 1982a:43).

Si Redd’s new entrepreneurial business in 1975 was first called A-1 Supply, subsequently renamed SIRCOMA in 1979 and then renamed IGT in 1981. During the early years of the video-based gaming machines the entrepreneurial function involved in creating new market were important. It was a high degree of uncertainty regarding the market opportunity for video-based gaming machines, the customers of the gaming machines, what the player appeal of the products were, the appropriate business model to approach the market and what types and game designs of video-based games that could become successful.

During the first uncertain years, IGT was characterized by a widespread experimentation of different types and designs of video-based gaming machines. Besides video poker, this included experiments with video keno, video bingo, video “21”, video reel, video racing, and video dice gaming machines (Selesner, 1982a, Rodesch Associates, 2007, IGT Prospectus, 1981). Most of these different types of video based gaming machines never reached beyond a niche market. However, in the late 1970s IGT came out with a video poker machine (“Draw Video Poker”) with a design that had a high degree of player appeal. From then on, IGT’s video poker sales grew rapidly in Nevada.

The ability to mobilize resources is crucial in new entrepreneurial ventures and in this regards Si Redd had a significant advantage. Difficulties to gain access to finance are one such resource constraint that are a major barriers for new entrepreneurial ventures, especially under highly uncertain circumstances when it is difficult to rationalize the opportunities present and under circumstances of rapid growth when the companies requires a large amount of working capital (Alvarez & Barnet, 2006; Aldrich & Martinez, 2001). Financial capital was even more difficult to attract in the gaming machine industry at the time due to the reputation of the industry (Selesner, 1982a). Si Redd had an ability to self-financing his entrepreneurial venture due to his strong financial position after the sales of Bally Distributing and during the first years of operations IGT was indebted to Si Redd with a highest total principal amount as much as 4 MUSD (IGT Prospectus, 1981:27). The resources also allowed IGT to acquire technological capabilities and develop its R&D in the video-based gaming field at an early stage. IGT aggressively acquired small innovative companies and hire individuals already involved in video gaming technology during the second half of the 1970s. The Fortune Coin company was acquired 1978 and inventors such Logan Pease (from Fortune Coin) and Dale Rodesch that made several breakthrough in video based technology worked for IGT.
Table 15: IGT (A-1 Supply, Sircoma) revenues and operating income, 1976-1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total revenues (million)</th>
<th>Total operating income (million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>-14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>151.2</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>210.3</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In May 1976, IGT (A-1 Supply) was approved for a gaming license in Nevada. The company went through an exceptional rapid growth during the end of the 1970s and early 1980s when the revenues increased from 2.8 MUSD in 1977 to 61.5 MUSD in 1981 (see
Table 15). At this later date, net income was also high which partially reflected the Schumpeterian rent that IGT could gain in the form of premium priced video poker machines. IGT strengthened its professional management team to run the company in the early 1980s. In June 1980 IGT appointed George Drews, prior a casino manager at Harrah’s, as the company’s new President and COO. In 1981, IGT went public on NASDAQ and in connection with this, the company brought in a professional management team with experience of casino operations and digital technology. Si Redd remained involved in the company as Chairman and CEO during the first half of the 1980s, and during this time, the company was still run as an entrepreneurial company in which the founder were involved in all the different aspects of the business and the day-to-day operations of the company (author’s interview).

Table 16: IGT Product segment sales and game operations (MUSD), 1978-1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gaming product sales (MUSD)</th>
<th>Amusement Game product sales (MUSD)</th>
<th>Game operation revenues (MUSD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>4,3</td>
<td>1,9</td>
<td>2,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>5,2</td>
<td>5,7</td>
<td>7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>16,9</td>
<td>10,7</td>
<td>11,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>32,7</td>
<td>10,9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>39,2</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>16,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>37,6</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>53,4</td>
<td>2,8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Of all the experimentation with different types of video-based gaming machines that IGT undertook, it was video poker that became the most successful product by the end of the 1970s. When approaching the Nevada market, Si Redd initially used a similar sales technique that he had pioneered at Bally Distributing whereby they first rented their gaming machines to casinos and street venues on a revenue participation basis. Because IGT’s video poker machines were sold at a considerable higher price than spinning reel gaming machines and at a premium compared to other video poker manufacturer, many operators were reluctant to buy the machines outright. However, the player appeal of IGT’s video poker machines was such that they had considerable higher win/unit and after a renting period of a few months, most operators choose to purchase the machines. This strategy was especially important during the first years after video poker was introduced when IGT had to convince operators of the concept and the competitiveness of its video poker machines. Hence, in 1980 4.8 MUSD of the company’s 16.9 MUSD sales of gaming machines were of gaming machines that IGT had rented to the operator on a participation basis (IGT Prospectus, 1981:14). In order to develop this sales technique, IGT built up a gaming machine route network in Nevada that served casinos and convenience venues. In the early 1980s, the company was the largest gaming machine route operator in the state of Nevada. For many operators with limited financial capital, gaming machine placement on a participation basis was a method to finance the purchase price of IGT’s gaming machines and some operators were in debt to the company (IGT Prospectus, 1981:45). Besides being an
important sales channel, IGT’s gaming route operations also put them in close contact with the local gamblers in Nevada. As argued later in chapter 6.3 this was important in guiding the innovative search of player appealing video poker designs and connects it to the preferences of the local gamblers that became its main market. The revenues from the IGT’s gaming operations that included the games that it had on participation basis in Nevada grew rapidly until 1980, a result of that more operators started to buy their video poker directly and that competition in the gaming machine route market increased (Table 16).

The growth potential of video poker was not only limited to Nevada. At the beginning of the 1980s, IGT were generating an important stream of revenues from its video-based products as amusement games sold in other US states (Table 16). These were machines were “for amusement only” and sold without money payout features. In many US states, the regulation concerning the legality of these amusement machines were very vague at the time (IGT Prospectus, 1981:22). Over time, many states enforced regulation against these machines. The competition on this market also increased considerably in 1981 and the sales price level was considerably lower than for video-based gaming machines. This was a market environment of price competition in which IGT had difficulties to attract a significant premium price for their player appeal of their products and their revenues in this market decreased after 1981 (Table 16).

6.3. Video Poker as a new market disruption

“The players like the video poker because it has all the ingredients for the kind of game they want. They can sit down. They can be restful. They can stay there and play for hours. You really can’t stand up and play a slot machine for any great length of time and comfortable. But with the video poker the player is rested. The player gets to make his own decisions and the game is not too fast for him or too tiresome. And most of all, some way or another, the player gets an extra thrill knowing he did something to help himself win”

Si Redd (Public Gaming, 1982:34).

In the theoretical part the difficulties that incumbent firm has when faced with new-market disruptions were discussed (Chapter 2.2.5 p 33). Such new-market innovations are not initially seen as a threat to incumbent firms because they initially create a new market segment and then later starts to attract customers from the incumbent firm’s main market. Arguably, video poker could be characterized as a new-market disruption. The difficulties that Bally had in addressing this new market opportunity and IGT’s ability to take advantage of it was shaped by this disruptive nature of the opportunity. In this chapter video poker as a new-market disruption is studied. Subsequently, the reason why it was disruptive against Bally’s business model, but an opportunity for IGT is discussed.

The history of IGT’s breakthrough with draw video poker illustrated the new-market disruptive opportunity of video-based gaming machines with its ability to broaden the appeal of gaming machines by making them more attractive to men and experienced players that enjoy risk and skill elements. Video Poker was able to grow largely based on its ability to attract and retain regular and local players.
Similar to other new-market disruption video-based gaming machines was first captured a specific niche market. As argued earlier, during most of the second half of the 1970s video-based gaming machines in various forms (video poker, video reel, video keno, video “21”, video dice, video horseracing etc.) were seen as novelty machines, often placed close to the entrance of casinos to attract customers. For a couple of years, video-based gaming machines were not able to reach out to the larger market.

When IGT released its draw video poker a few years later in 1979, it began to reach beyond this niche market status. It was when video draw poker included the game design “Jacks or Better” that they became profitable enough for many operators to use (Sion, 1996). During this time the underlying digital technology had developed rapidly which had been translated in improvement among many of the performance variables that makes gaming machines competitive among operators and players. Moore’s Law illustrated the rapid and consistent way in which chip technology developed (Mollick, 2006). Accordingly, chip performance increased at approximately 30 percent each year (Mollick, 2006). Similar to the amusement video game market, video-based gaming machine technology went from discreet components to integrated circuits and microprocessors. The performance improvement from Moore’s law was clearly seen in the development of video-based gaming machines during their first early years. They went from a black and white version to color with sound, the graphics developed, and a payout schedule (Jacks or Better Draw Poker) that did catch on among players. The gaming machines themselves became more reliable and malfunction risk decreased. When microprocessor were used, it became possible to change the game on a machine just by replacing the memory chip with the game (IGT Prospectus, 1981:18).

Other improvements in performance variables were a result of IGT’s innovative search for more player appealing game designs that made the games better in line with gambler’s preferences. The successful “draw video poker” was the result of this innovative search and the several factors were underlying IGT’s innovative search during this period (discussed bellow).

IGT’s draw poker became a new market disruption that created new demand among local players and later also drew away some players from the mainstream spinning reel and table market. Arguably, a combination of many features made IGT’s video poker such a successful growth driver. The large variety of winning possibilities with many small and a few large jackpots, the skill elements involved that affected some of the chances of winning with some percentages, and the long playtime in relation to the amount of money wagered were the most important of these new features (see
Table 17). Of these factors, the skill element represented an entirely new performance variable for gaming machines. Video poker enabled decision making on part of the player and rewarded the player with a somewhat higher average payback percentage based on his level of skill during play. The hold percentage of video poker was on average around half that of a spinning reel machine with the same denomination (IGT, 2005), but operators made up for the lower hold percentage by the comparatively longer playtime (retention) that player spent on the machines and the high number of recurrent players.
Video poker offered more gambling time and a number of jackpots for the money compared to ordinary spinning reel games.

Video poker introduced some elements of skill to the gaming machines, an area previously limited to the table game department. To a limited degree, patrons could influence the outcome of their play. This created a degree of interactivity with the game that not had been possible before.

Video poker had an ability to retain players longer during play and had a high degree of repeat players.

Video poker had few service and security problems due to a lack of mechanical parts.

Video poker became the local players game. Its exceptional earning potential became an important driver in the creation of the neighborhood casino, as its skill and liberal playing time attracted local residents.

Due to the growing population in Nevada in general and Las Vegas in particular, there was a growth in the potential market for local gamblers. However, video poker was the new-market disruption that provided the profitable underlying gambling activity that enabled this growth of the local gaming market that were seen in the growth of local casinos and convenience venues in Nevada.

It was primarily a rational economic response underlying the attraction of video poker among local residents. For local players that had more time than money, an innovation that could prolong gambling time and at the same time offer elements of skill that kept play from getting as monotonous as ordinary spinning reel machines had much attraction value. The longer playing time of video poker was possible due to the player appeal of the machines and the variety of jackpots that was possible because of the technology.

"If you were to take $100 and play slots, you’d get about an hour of play, but video poker was designed to give you two hours of play for that same $100. That’s because there are a number of smaller jackpots (straights, full houses, etc.) as well as the big jackpot (royal flush)." Si Redd in Koch (2001).

Given the different player preferences among the local experienced residents of Las Vegas and visitors to Nevada, the success of video poker in the local neighborhood casinos with regular customers (who competed more on the price of their gaming offerings (Eadington, 1999)) presented a clear rationale. Indeed, the initial player appeal for video poker was so large that IGT claimed that they on average had twice as much revenues compared to traditional spinning reel machines at the beginning of 1982 (Public Gaming, 1982b:46).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 17: Video-poker as a new-market innovation in relation to electromechanical gaming machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>More gambling for the money with more jackpot options</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video poker offered more gambling time and a number of jackpots for the money compared to ordinary spinning reel games.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduced the new element of skill into the gaming machine market</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video poker introduced some elements of skill to the gaming machines, an area previously limited to the table game department. To a limited degree, patrons could influence the outcome of their play. This created a degree of interactivity with the game that not had been possible before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High retention of players</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video poker had an ability to retain players longer during play and had a high degree of repeat players.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low degree of service and security problems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video poker had few service and security problems due to a lack of mechanical parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Created new markets for gaming machines</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video poker became the local players game. Its exceptional earning potential became an important driver in the creation of the neighborhood casino, as its skill and liberal playing time attracted local residents.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration
While traditional spinning reel machines had not been profitable enough for a number of street venues and neighborhood casinos, video poker had the revenue potential to create growth for these types of establishment (Public Gaming 1983b). Although no specific statistics regarding the increasing share of video poker was published by Nevada Gaming Control Board, a number of estimates support the view that video poker was essential for the growth of local casinos in Nevada. In an article from 1988, Gaming & Wagering Business estimated that video poker contributed far more than 50% of the gaming machine revenues at local-oriented casinos (Hevener, 1988:10).

The radically different preference for video poker by local residents (in comparison with visitors) in Las Vegas is also revealed in several surveys of player preferences. UNLV’s Las Vegas resident poll found that already in 1984, 32% of gambling Las Vegas residents cited video poker as the game their preferred game and as of 1998 that share had increased to 54% (Schull, 2002). Other surveys confirmed this picture of the preferences among local gamblers for video poker and that this preference was considerably higher than for tourists.81

Not only local casinos proliferated from video poker. Video poker machines were also crucial in the growth of convenience gaming venues in Las Vegas, which were dominated by convenience stores, restaurants, bars, grocery stores, and drugstores that cater to local residents (Nevada Quarterly Report). When video gambling took off at the beginning of the 1980s, a gaming machine route operator emphasized the crucial importance of the technological shift to video gaming machines to the growth of these local markets.

“We have over 500 [gaming] machines in Las Vegas bars and only two of those are [spinning reel] slot machines. We cannot make enough money on the slot machine in a bar today to pay the license fee. Through I never thought I’d see it happen, I think the days of the traditional slot machine, certainly among experienced players like the locals in bars around here, are numbered.” Colin Foster (Public Gaming, 1983:31)

Another slot route operator, Richard Iamnone, at Gaming & Technology, Inc., (GATI) argued that a similar rapid expansion of video poker had taken place at their slot route, where the gaming machine mix had changed from around 10% video poker in 1982 to 80% in 1985 (Gaming & Wagering Business, 1985). Other accounts from gaming machine route operators from the late 1980s and 1990s also confirmed the huge dominance that video poker established in restricted gaming locations in Nevada.83

The data of the total market share of video-based gaming machines during the 1980s is based on estimates from manufacturers and industry consultants, therefore less reliable and regular than data from state gaming regulatory agencies. Nevertheless, these estimates show the rapid growth of video-based gaming machines in general and video poker machines in particular. IGT estimated that in the beginning of 1982 around 9% of the total installed base of gaming machines in the US consisted of video-based gaming machines, primarily video poker (Selesner, 1982a:43). Another estimate from later that same year estimated the installed base to 10-12% (10-12,000 machines) (Wall Street Journal, 1982). As of 1986, the share of video-based gaming machines in Nevada had increased to 19-24% (20,000-25,000 machines) (Gaming & Wagering Business, 1986b). In the middle of 1988, IGT estimated that the penetration of video poker had increased to around 28% (34,000 machines) of installed base in Nevada (Hevener, 1988:10). In 2003, it was estimated that video poker consisted of around 28% of the total installed base of US casino gaming machines (Deutsche Bank, 2003:19).
6.3.31. Rationale for Bally’s initial neglect of the video based gaming market

When studying the rationale behind Bally’s initial neglect of the video poker, one must keep in mind the high degree of uncertainty regarding the potential of video-based gaming machines in the middle of the 1970s. Moreover, there is limited available material regarding the underlying decisions that led to this neglect, which means that there are some risks involved in assessing this rationale.

According to the theory of disruptive innovations, the market incentives of new market innovations are not initially attractive in relation to the business model of incumbent firms (see chapter 2.2.5). Viewed from this perspective, it is possible to argue that the rationale behind incumbent Bally’s neglect of what initially was a specialty product ill suited to its business model. As a new-market disruption, Bally did not initially see these specialty products as a threat to its electromechanical spinning reel business, but instead as products in a small, specific market of its own.

Market incentives that make it difficult for incumbent firms to pursue disruptive innovation meant that video gaming machines initially were ill suited to the resource allocation policy that was underlying Bally’s business model. Video gaming machines were initially manufactured in such small quantities and by such a different, specific manufacturing and assembly process (compared to spinning reel gaming machines) that the fixed overhead costs of Bally made the company’s scale and scope in manufacturing the machines disadvantageous.

The uncertainties involved in video poker did also involve cognitive difficulties of interpreting and evaluating the new opportunity. Bally had much more difficulty in picking up early market signals of the opportunities of video based gaming machines. With Bally’s focus on a main market of spinning reel gaming machines, they were also at risk of interpreting the video poker opportunities based on biased existing views of what constitute player appeal from the spinning-reel market. This view was different, and in some respect in complete conflict with the player appeal involved in video poker. This was e.g. seen in such dichotomies in the player appeal of video poker and spinning reel gaming machines as skill element vs chance and long playtime vs. short playtime. Organizational structure might also have contributed to Bally’s difficulties to see the new innovative opportunities. Both the more hierarchical organization with structured committee-based decision making regarding R&D activities might have had made it difficult for the new-market disruption to win support. This was further amplified by Bally’s geographical location in Illinois, far from the market. Si Redd, who was closer to the market and with previous experiences from the specialty machine market and amusement game, was better positioned for the video poker market opportunity. Bally’s geographic location with its production and headquarters in Illinois being far away from the market in Nevada might have further aggravated this difficulty.

Besides these explanations, intra firm resource competition might have played the most important role in the neglect of the video poker. Bally had a strong R&D center focused on electromechanical gaming machine technology in Illinois and the prospect of Bally Distributing in Nevada developing video poker might have seemed like a threat that competed for resources. This threat was further emphasized by the fact that video poker made obsolete the reel and handle mechanism of electromechanical spinning reel machines. Hence, in this specific case video poker
was potentially cannibalizing both to the geographical and technological basis of the R&D activities of Bally in Illinois. As argued in the upcoming chapter 0, this dynamic of resource competition could be seen around the same time when efforts to develop a new digital spinning reel gaming machines were taken by Bally in a new research center in Nevada, which soon were met with strong opposition in Illinois.

6.3.32. **IGT as the new-market disruptor**

The previous chapter described video poker as a new market disruption. IGT was a first mover in the video-poker market, but even after when other competitors entered the market, the company’s video poker machines remained the most player appealing in the industry. This chapter will focus on how IGT’s business model suited for the new-market disruption.

As a new-market disruption, IGT had advantages in the form of more favorable initial market-incentives to approach the video poker market than Bally had. These market incentives existed already at the time when Bally Distributing was involved in the specialty gaming machine market that Bally Manufacturing shunned. With a different production technology compared to electromechanical spinning-reel machines and an initial small market, Bally Distributing had market incentives to be involved in specialty game machine production that Bally Manufacturing lacked. Because microprocessor based video gaming machines had replaced many of the complex mechanical parts involved in the manufacturing of mechanical gaming machines (see chapter 5.2.25 p 104), the manufacturing barriers to enter the video poker market was lower for a new, small companies. However, as argued in the theoretical part of this study, new-market disruptions also involves other forms of difficulties related to the uncertainties involved in new-market opportunities that go beyond issues of market incentives. The ability to interpret the new emerging market as it develops, the creation of a business model that suits the new market and the revisiting of deeply held cognitive assumption (stemming from the products of the mainstream market) of what constitute the nature of the products might be important issues in such a new market (Chapter 2.2.6). Moreover, the new-market might requires new types of firm capabilities (2.2.4) and the comparative advantages of a specific organizational structure of a firm might change if the new-market disruption also involves changes in the underlying production technology (see chapter 2.2.7).

In the previous chapter (6.3) regarding the new-market nature of video poker it was emphasized that video poker involved very different characteristics compared to spinning-reel machines (skill instead of pure chance, long playtime instead of short etc.). As a result, the new market required the revisiting of deeply held assumptions of what constitute the nature of the player appeal of gaming machines. The new-market for video poker machines of local gamblers had their specific preferences compared to the mainstream market. It was a long period of innovative search before a player appealing design of video poker emerged on the market at the end of the 1970s that could take video poker from its niche market status.

Hence, the new uncertain market required an ability to interpret the new market. Arguably, both the personal skills of Si Redd, the R&D capabilities in digital gaming technology that IGT developed, the companies sales strategy and its close contact with the market where important parts of its early success with video poker.

Early on, Si Redd’s personal intrinsic understanding of different players and network in the industry was important. Compared to Bally, which did not do extensive player feedback at the time (Author’s interview), IGT early on did use an external research firm (Drossler Research Corp.) to study the specific player characteristics of some of their video gaming products in the
early 1980s (Public Gaming, 1981). As discussed earlier, IGT also employed a number of experienced casino managers with extensive knowledge of the market and player preferences (Selesner, 1982a). With both development and manufacturing facilities in Nevada, IGT was close to its casino customers. This close proximity most likely contributed positively to refining IGT’s ability to interpret the new market.

As a new market disruption, the contact with the new emerging market for video poker in the form of local gamblers that was somewhat different from the main casino gamblers was important. Si Redd early on acquired a lucrative slot route, Casino Services, which enabled his company to be in constant connection with gaming market for local players that would come to dominate the video poker market. This contact with the local players throughout the slot route helped the company to interpret the new emerging market for its video-based products in the ongoing explorative process. Video Poker was perfected through several years of trials in the market whereby new altered versions were introduced.

With IGT’s ability to acquire companies at the forefront of digital gaming technology as well as attracting individuals in the field, the company soon developed the R&D capabilities that were needed for the new technology.

In the uncertain new-market, it was also of utter importance to overcome the resistance towards video poker with its initial high sales price (see below). As argued earlier, IGT’s sales strategies and their financial business model for sales was very successful in this regard through its leasing models (6.2.30). With its sole focus on video-based technology, the IGT did not have any company internal group interest in the old technology that it had to overcome. The strategy of constantly introducing new player appealing innovation that Si Redd had during his time at Bally Distributing was present in IGT as well.

IGT had also developed an organizational structure that was better adapted to the more modular production technology of video poker gaming. As an entrepreneurial company owned by its founder (until 1981), Si Redd could take decision based on his personal beliefs of the new market and the company did not have the layers of hierarchy that could make makes it difficult to interpret the signals coming from the new-market. The geographical location of its operations in Nevada where the market was a significant advantage when interpreting the new market compared to Bally in Illinois.

In contrast with the vertically integrated manufacturing at Bally, IGT had also developed a less integrated firm in production that could rapidly respond to the volatile new video gaming market environment.

"Basically, I haven't been a strong believer in vertical integration, although there are selected opportunities. I like to keep our fixed costs low because of our rapid growth in the past few years and we have been able to expand using multiple sources of suppliers to provide all the basic components. It gives us a great deal of flexibility in making quick shifts within the product mix and enables rapid expansion." George Drews, President IGT 1984 (Public Gaming March 1984)

The response to more flexible production was also built into the IGT’s products. The game on microprocessor video-based machines could be changed by setting in a new memory chip on the circuit board. When IGT released their Fortune II gaming machine platform in 1983, it had one cabinet and one set of electronics that could accommodate any program memory within the line (Public Gaming, 1983).

Video poker as an innovative opportunity represented the beginning of the shift to digital technology in the industry, an era of discontinuous innovative opportunities for the gaming
machine industry with specific characteristics. The technological shift was the beginning of an innovative period in the gaming machine industry when it became possible to reap higher Schumpeterian rents by introducing new player appealing games with an extent and frequency that had not been possible before. Video poker was the first example of this as the increased player appeal of IGT’s video poker machines enabled them to reap considerably higher win/unit than spinning reel gaming machines that could be translated to premium sales price. Later on, other gaming machine innovations would have the same effect. It was a pattern of Schumpeterian rents that would be repeated again during the 1980s onward in the gaming machine industry. As depicted in this empirical study, WAP games, some themed and branded gaming machines (e.g. Wheel of Fortune), multi-hand video poker) and other games were all able to provide significant above average win/unit and hence render a higher selling price for their manufacturer after the introduction.

As a result of this new period of creative destruction the gaming machine industry transformed itself from an industry with rather homogenous spinning reel machines to one in which the market became divided between commoditized regular gaming machines with low margins and high performing machines for which manufacturer could reap extensive Schumpeterian profits through high selling prices or revenue sharing agreements. Gaming machine manufacturers with IGT at the forefront developed a business model where they only rented many of the most successful high performing machines to casinos. However, increasing competition, price reduction due to Moore’s Law, and the ability to decrease costs by combining a number of discreet components into a single microchip rapidly brought down prices for video poker. IGT who had sold their video poker machines for 12,000 USD/unit at the end of the 1970s reduced their prices to 7,500 USD/unit by the end of 1982 (Selesner, 1982c). By comparison, spinning-reel gaming machines sold for less, 4000-6000 USD/unit at the same time (Selesner, 1982c). The increasing competition in the video poker market was the primary reason for the rapid decline in price. This increasing competition and its impact on IGT in the video poker market is the subject of the next chapter.

6.3.3 New competitors in the video poker market

“There isn’t a week that goes by that I don’t get some literature from a different company manufacturing a [video] poker machine. Everyone and their brother is manufacturing these poker machines, so it is very important who you deal with. A lot of people who’ve sent these poker machine materials no longer exist.”

Mando Rueda (1983), VP Gaming, Harrah’s (Public gaming, August 1983:44)

After the period 1979-1981 in which IGT could sell its video poker games at a significant premium price, the competitive environment for the video poker became much more competitive. A number of small manufacturers entered the market and subsequently Bally entered the Nevada market as well in 1984. In the middle of the 1980s, the competitive situation became even fiercer when a number of Japanese companies established themselves on the Nevada market.

In the video poker market, the rapid growth of video poker and the high premium price that IGT had sent out signals of the profit opportunities in the market that attracted a number of companies. The manufacturing barriers to enter the industry were also significantly lower due to the shift to digital technology. A few standardized electronic components replaced much of the complex electromechanical manufacturing and assembly that had previously had characterized
gaming machine production. Service problems did also decrease.\textsuperscript{87} Some of the new firms that entered the US market were also attracted by the growth in New Jersey and the specific regulation of the new jurisdiction. The New Jersey regulation forced casino operators to buy no more than 50\% of their equipment from a single supplier (see Appendix 1 p 236). As a result, most casinos bought close to their limits of machines from Bally and then bought the remainder from other manufacturers.

\textbf{Table 18: Gaming machine manufacturers on the US market, 1981 and 1982}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Amstar Electronics}</td>
<td></td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Hank Vandendrop, president; Don Reed, VP/GM</td>
<td>Silver Slots</td>
<td>Yes (1968)</td>
<td>Electromechanical spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Bally Manufacturing}</td>
<td>Corp.</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Mahlon Barber, president gaming division; Alan Maiss, president Bally Distributing</td>
<td>Yes (1974)</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Games of Nevada.}</td>
<td>Acquired by Progressive Gaming in 1995</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Mickey Wichinsky, owner; Victor Tsao, chief engineer; John Rosenberger, R&amp;D Bell Fruit</td>
<td>Yes (1968)</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Harwyn Industries}</td>
<td>and its subsidiary Comet Press (distributor)</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>John R O'Donnel, president; Christopher Perry, executive VP finance</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Game Technology (IGT)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Si Redd, chairman &amp; CEO; George Drew, president; John Bengtsin, VP/mktg</td>
<td>Aristocrat</td>
<td>Yes (1976)</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Meyco Games}</td>
<td>California</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Comstock games ; Mills Meyer, Novelty</td>
<td>Yes (1968)</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The new firms entering the US gaming machine market at the end of the 1970s and early 1980s were a combination of start-ups, US firms engaged in other industries, and gaming machine manufacturers from other countries (see Table 18). Some of these companies were only focused on video-based gaming machines. In the early 1981 four companies were in the process of developing vide-based gaming machines (Game-A-Tron, Summit System, GDI and OTX) As

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Key Personnel</th>
<th>Year Acquired</th>
<th>Gaming Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nevada Novelty</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Louis Benneti, owner; Arnie Franklin, VP/merch.</td>
<td>Yes (1978)</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Enterprises and its subsidiaries</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Stan Fulton, VP; Jef Sarno, Chief engr; Lou Pavloff director intl sales</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal-Omega and Casino Electronics</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>Stan Fulton, VP; Jef Sarno, Chief engr; Lou Pavloff director intl sales</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired by Gaming &amp; Technology Inc</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Louis Benneti, owner; Arnie Franklin, VP/merch.</td>
<td>Yes (1978)</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Advanced Patent Technology) in 1984</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>Stan Fulton, VP; Jef Sarno, Chief engr; Lou Pavloff director intl sales</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status Game Corp. for Chapter 11 in 1989</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Irv Yaffa President, Larry Dunn VP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit System and its subsidiary Playtime Distributing (formerly Game Plan of Nevada)</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>James Halverson, President, Inge Telnaes, director of mktg, Dan Daley mktg, Gary Burnett mg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non US Gaming manufacturers with US distributors</td>
<td>Australia (New South Wales)</td>
<td>Graeme Fullerton, international operations C W Pinkerton, chairman; Jim Stevenson, managing director</td>
<td>Distributed through IGT</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainsworth Nominees, Aristocrat</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Graeme Fullerton, international operations C W Pinkerton, chairman; Jim Stevenson, managing director</td>
<td>Distributed through IGT</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>John Lane, export sales mgr; Phil Thomas, export sales exec.</td>
<td>Distributed through Games of Nevada</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines, video gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.P.M. (Automatic Machines) Ltd.</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Games of Nevada Levin Computer (with its subsidiary Trans Atlantic Game). Did not have a gaming license in Nevada and New Jersey due to regulatory problem.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Electronic spinning reel machines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of 1982 the number of video based gaming machine competitor had increased to 12 companies. Of these companies, about half of them were only focused on the video-based gaming machine with the rest of the companies involved in spinning-reel gaming machines as well (Table 18). Given this rapid influx of new companies in the market 1981 and onward, the subsequent downward price pressure was not surprising.

While casino managers were interested in companies with new innovative products, they were reluctant to buy from many of the smaller, unproven companies due to the risk of future supply of reserve parts and an unproven history of service, machine reliability, and player appeal.

Subsequently the competition increased further in 1984 when two large Japanese gaming machine manufacturers (Sigma Game and Universal) entered the Nevada market at the same time that Bally was legally able to enter the video poker market in Nevada. IGT’s non-compete agreement with Bally had given IGT a respite to build up its own firm competencies in video gaming without having to compete with Bally in video-based gaming for almost a decade. After the video-poker market took off around 1980, Bally tried to enter the market prior to the end of the non-compete period. However, IGT successfully pursued legal actions against Bally in 1982 and the Federal Court in Nevada imposed a restraining order on Bally that hindered them from manufacturing, selling or leasing video poker machines until their non-compete agreement actually ended (NYT, 1982; Las Vegas Review-Journal, 1991).

The geographical location of the new US manufacturers that entered the market at was primarily the state of Nevada and California (Table 18). This was a notable shift from the dominance of manufacturers in the state of Illinois that had characterized the mechanical era of gaming machines. It was a reflection that the access to skills in digital technology as well as proximity to the market had become much more important in gaming machine industry in connection to the shift to digital technology in the industry. During the middle of the 1980s, the new competition to IGT’s video poker machines came from Sigma, Universal and Bally Manufacturing. Compared to the other small gaming machine companies, Bally and Universal had resources to compete in the video poker market that many of the other small video-poker companies lacked.

The innovators advantage of Schumpeterian rents that IGT decreased rapidly. Previously IGT had been able to transform this first mover innovative advantage to a considerable premium prices for their video-based gaming machines. However, the increased competition on the market meant that IGT had to lower their average selling price for their video poker machines considerably. For IGT, the competitive market conditions in video-based gaming machines after the successful 1979-1981 period were reflected in the company’s financials. After 1981, revenue growth stagnated until 1986 and during the same time, a high operational profit turned into a considerable operational loss (
Table 15 p 127). The total number of gaming machines that IGT shipped had stagnated to around 5000 unit/year during the period 1982-1984 (see Table 19).

Table 19: IGT gaming machines shipped, 1982-2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of gaming machines shipped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>4812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>4670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>4698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>7143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>9645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>11875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>13404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>18708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>26981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>31000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>46100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>68900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>95000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>73000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>85000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>78000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>76955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>115982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>100907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>119864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>124000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>134805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>159200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>141900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IGT Fact Sheet (1991), IGT Annual Reports (various years).

Following the difficult conditions that IGT encountered, the company had to make a strategic change of its business. In many regards, the declining price of video poker followed a common pattern for electronic industries when further innovation in a specific product segment became more difficult and different barriers to hinder imitation by the competition was absent. In the amusement video game industry, a similar dynamic had occurred after Atari released Pong in 1972 and a number of competitor had entered the market with rapidly declining prices as a result (Ernkvist, 2008). The development followed Schumpeter’s discussion of how the innovators Schumpeterian rents are recognized by other actors in the system with the result that the first mover Schumpeterian rents for the innovator rapidly decreases. The context of a shift to digital technology shaped this general pattern in its own specific way. In many instances, a shift to digital technology often lowered the barrier to entrance by simplifying the manufacturing process (see Braun & Macdonald, 1982). At the same time, Moore’s Law made possible a rapid price reduction of the digital parts involved (microprocessor, memory chips). Combined, these factors produced an intense competitive market with rapidly falling prices. In the US video poker market there were little in terms of IP that could hinder the influx of competition. However, even in such
case as the amusement game industry where patent for the Pong concept existed, this did little to hinder the large number of companies that entered the market (see Baer, 2005). In the amusement video game market, constant innovation had been the solution for Atari (Ernkvist, 2008).

During IGT’s early years, Si Redd had a similar strategy to constantly fuel the process of creative destruction so that the company could stay ahead of the competition and reap new Schumpeterian rents. However, unlike the arcade video game market in which players embraced the constant introduction of new video game concepts, IGT’s strategy was more difficult in the gaming machine industry. IGT envisioned that a number of new concepts, even a previously unfamiliar concept for the gaming industry, would be introduced through video gaming machines. Moreover, the company also expressed the view that the market could grow to as much as “60, 70 or 80 percent” (Selesner, 1980: 43).

“We [IGT] believe that this [video gaming machines] is the future of the industry. Someday, it may be three years it may be two years, but we must come to it. And, not to be immodest, but I have always been a proponent of coming up with something new, I’ve always believed if you don’t obsolete your own equipment, somebody else will.” Si Redd, March 1980, cited in Selesner (1980)

These far-reaching visions proved to be too optimistic for remainder of the 1980s. Video-based gaming machines continued to grow, but not as fast as these predictions. Other game concepts than video poker did not become as successful and it was first in the 1990s that video-reel gaming machine growth took off. The VLT (Video Lottery Terminal) market that could have provided growth opportunities for video-based gaming machines in different US-states did not start its legalization process before the end of the 1980s.

In the second half of the 1980s, IGT managed to transform itself from a company almost solely dependent on video-based gaming machines to a broader manufacturer of digital spinning-reel gaming machines and as an innovator in WAP (Wide Area Progressive) games. The company also changed to a more market driven and international company. This strategic change coincided with a change of management as a broker, Charles Mathewson, took over as CEO and Chairman. The subsequent two chapters describe the development in these market segments (spinning-reel gaming machines and WAP games). It starts with the description of how the shift to digital technology influenced the spinning-reel market segment that had been the only dominating market segment before video-based gaming machines.
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Si Redd’s distributing company was called “Redd Distributing Company” Due to the legalization of Shuffle Alley games, the company flourished for some time, but after some time his business encountered difficulties which Si Redd later in his life attributed to organized crime. In an interview he described this situation:

“They [organized crime] kept squeezing me. But I showed a lot of fight. Then I realized what was going on. And they bought the Shuffle Alley business for a very small amount. They were the real reason I moved out here [to Nevada]. Si Redd, cited in Hagen (2001).

William O’Donnel had purchased 30% of Currency Gaming in November 1965 from Dick Graves for 63,000 (United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, 1981). Dick Graves was a former owner of the Nugget Casino in Sparks, Nevada. Hence, William O’Donnel had obtained a personal gaming distributor license in Nevada in 1965.William O’Donnel first purchased Graves 70% share that then were sold to Si Redd when he obtained his Nevada license (United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, 1981).

Bally’s 1969 Annual Report reported that as much as 85% of Bally’s gaming machine sales went to export markets outside the US (Bally Annual Report, 1969)

In an interview Si Redd described the influence that his background as amusement game distributor had on the way he approached the gaming machine industry:

“People think that maybe I am smart or I invented all these various things [gaming machine inventions]. It wasn’t necessary that I invented them but in the amusement machine business that I was in you had to have something new all the time. You put this pinball machine out and put in a different pinball machine, you are in the moving business, you had to have something new and I was used to it, it was in my blood. When I saw all those slot machines I was …why can’t we improve it, or if it was a nickel why can’t we make it double play, it would be a dime. If you could double play, why can’t you make it 5 ways so if you playing 5 nickels as 5 quarters. If you could win on 1 reel, why can’t you win on 1, 2, 3 reels and you got 15 cents. It was amazing popular, whereas the old machines would do 30 dollars/day on the casinos part, some of our machines would make 100 dollars/day and they got the money back on a few weeks. It was fantastic. I have always said I was not smart: I was just lucky to be at the right place at the right time. I’ve used the expression: Partly it was like shooting a fish in a barrel. “Si Redd, cited from KNPR (2005)

As Si Redd argued, the lemon symbol had a negative impact on players: “A lemon meant that you automatically lost. So if a lemon came up on the first reel, the customer says, ‘Aw, shit!’”. (Si Redd cited in Hagen (2001).

The lack of financial capital still hampered the growth of many casino operations at the time, especially since gaming operations still had problems receiving credit lines at banks and major casino companies had just started to be introduced on the stock market.
Warren Nelson, casino manager at Cal-Neva, described this strategy in an oral history.

"From the beginning, Si and I were open with one another, and we formed a great relationship. He was one of the few who understood what I was doing, loosening up the slot machines to make more money. Si was a great salesman, and he often used my name to sell his machines, saying "I'm selling Bally slot machines, and they're the best in the world. If you don't believe me, go ask Warren Nelson". 


The high payback percentage in combination with larger betting size and jackpots made them a viable alternative for many gamblers. A closer look at casino revenues shows that the share of total casino gaming revenues derived from dollar gaming machines increased from 3.1% in 1976 to 23.4% in 1983. At the same time, table games in general and craps games in particular decreased significantly in terms of relative casino revenues (see ). It is likely that the nature of craps as a game of chance and its older demographic of players were especially vulnerable to the competition of dollar gaming machines. Other factors are likely to have had an effect as well. It was proposed that the generation of players that played craps extensively during WWII was declining in the casinos. The general change toward a broader casino demographics was also a factor likely to favor gaming machines without any need for previous knowledge and competitive social interaction over table games.

The Atlantic City numbers should be interpreted with some cautious due to the specific regulatory and competitive situation for Atlantic City (see Appendix).

The first of the efforts to include electronics in gaming machines was not based on video screens. Nevada Air Products (a defense subcontractor) and its inventor Vern Juenke developed a solid state, spinning reel machine prototype, using rear projection, read-out units for the reels. The project was abandoned due to a lack of player appeal and financial problems (Fey, 2002: 213). In 1964, Nevada Electronics had introduced an electronic “21” machine.

Dale Electronics introduced an integrated circuit based poker gaming machine ("Pokermatic") that used read-out units for the numbers of the cards (developed in 1967) as well as an electronic craps game (developed in 1970). Subsequently the company’s inventor Dale Rodesch and George Johnson developed an electronic spinning reel machine that used a stepper motor for Centronic Data Computer Corporation that was Manufactured by Gamex Industries (patent 4,099,722 filed in 1975). Subsequently Dale Rodesch worked with Si Redd’s company that would become IGT and were involved in the development of a number of video based gaming machines for Si Redd during 1975-1977 period (TV 21 in 1975, Dog Race 1975, TV Draw Poker in 1976 and Video Keno in 1977 (Rodesch, 2007)).

Raven Electronics developed a solid state, rear projected spinning reel machine in 1968 and claimed to have produced around one thousand of these until 1971 which does indicate some acceptance for these machines (Fey, 2002: 213). However, the manufacturing costs exceeded the 1,800 USD selling price, which indicates the difficulties small companies had in making production profitable at the time. The expensive technology and the small scale production meant that the machines had to be sold at above-average selling prices for spinning reel gaming machines, and the only way to be able to do this was if the machines had a player appeal with enough above-average win/unit. Read-out units were the technology commonly used on these early electronic gaming machines. Around 1971-72, Bally Distributing acquired Raven Electronics Corporation.

Gamex and its parent company Centronics Data Computer Corporation had developed and electronic spinning reel gaming machine in 1974 (patent 4,099,722 by the inventors Dale Rodesh and George Johnson). The machine was a pioneer in the use of stepper-motor technology that became widely used in spinning reel gaming machines during the second half of the 1980s (see chapter 0). The company that owned the patent (then with the name Global Gaming
Technology) tried to sue IGT for infringement of the patent at the end of 1990s. However, the patent were judged invalid because Gamex had demonstrated a working prototype of the Gaming machine in the first half of 1974, more than a year before a patent application for the machine was filed (July 30, 1975) (see IGT v. Global Gaming Technology Inc, 1999).

Before the first video-based gaming machine appeared in Nevada in 1975, Pong had showed an economic potential for amusement games on TV screens when it revolutionized the amusement game market throughout 1973 and 1974 (Ernkvist, 2008). It is estimated that in 1973 there were over 50,000 amusement video game sold in the US (nine out of ten were Pong), and the following year 75,000 (with a more diversified market) (Ernkvist, 2008; Baer, 2005). However, in 1975, the market contracted sharply to 32,500 units before new innovative concepts enabled it to regain growth (Ernkvist, 2008; Baer, 2005). Hence, by the middle of the 1970s it was clear that Pong had made an important breakthrough in the arcade industry, but there was still a widespread uncertainty regarding the endurance of the video-based amusement market. The volatile early market conditions only amplified the view that it might only be a novelty (Ernkvist, 2008).

Although it is beyond the scope of this article it should be noted that innovative activity in video poker also took place on markets outside the US during the second half of the 1970s. The English Bell-Fruit Company claimed that they saw the potential for video gaming as early as the first half of the 1970s and patented it for the UK market. Japanese Sigma claimed that they developed video poker a few years later in 1978.

In 1975 Fortune Coin produced a video spinning reel machine that used a TV screen that sold for 2,500 USD. By using video screens instead of physical reels, it had considerably more stops than physical spinning reel machines at the time. The video reel was followed by a color version of video poker in 1977 (Fey, 2002). For Stanley Fulton, it was the first major entrepreneurial venture in the gaming industry in Nevada and would be followed by a number of other successful entrepreneurial ventures over the next three decades. Over the years, Stanley Fulton would become chairman of the company that would become Alliance (it bought Bally’s gaming machine division in 1995 (see Chapter 10.3.47)). He was also involved when Japanese Universal successfully entered Nevada in the middle of the 1980s (see Chapter 10.1). In 1993, he founded Anchor Gaming, which became a highly successful gaming machine company and was sold to IGT in 2001 (see Chapter 12.1.52). Waler Fraley was an inventor that had been involved in early electronic gaming machines. Among other things, he was coinventor of an electronic black-jack gaming device, patent 3,796,433 filed in 1971.

The common stocks was later sold for 4.2 MUSD by Si Redd (IGT Prospectus, 1981:30).

IGT was created in December 1980 to become parent company of SIRCOMA that then changed name to IGT. This arrangement was made for the company to be in compliance with the gaming laws of Nevada before going public (IGT Prospectus, 1981:3). The name SIRCOMA was an abbreviation for Si Redd COin Machines.

Besides the video-based gaming machines, the company also sold other specialty gaming machines, most notably the giant “Big Bertha” and “mini-Bertha” gaming machines.

George Drews had worked for a decade in Harrah’s, lastly as Chief Financial Officer. In February of 1980, Harrah’s was acquired by Holliday Inn and most of the operating team at Harrah’s was replaced after the merger (Dixon, 1992: 186). As a result, Si Redd saw the opportunity to hire George Drews. George Drews already had been in close contact with the company during his time at Harrah’s. Starting in the middle of the 1970s, Harrah’s had devoted resources for a project to develop their own electronic spinning reel gaming machine. However, the company did not have adequate internal resources to complete the project, so when Bally and the other gaming machine manufacturers introduced their electronic spinning reel machines, the project was finally abandoned in 1982 (Dixon, 1992: 191-193). A group from Mead Dixon and other persons at Harrah’s had far-reaching plans to acquire Sircoma. Harrah’s first looked at an acquisition with Sircoma before the merger with Holliday Inn (around
1979), but it did not have enough capital (Dixon, 1992: 193, 194; Selesner, 1982a). After the merger, they did a second look, but the Holiday Inn management in Memphis said no to the idea because they argued that it would be a deviation from Harrah’s core business as casino operator and Harrah’s lacked the management resources to be a gaming machine manufacturer (Dixon, 1992: 193, 194).

75 These included Raymond Douglas Pike, a general counsel that helped IGT in various legal matters. He had previously served in the Nevada Attorney General’s office as chief of its gaming division; others included Jon Bengtson, a former Harrah’s Vice President of Management Information Systems; Peter Douglas Dickinson, who became Vice President of Engineering with previous experience as an engineering manager at Hewlett Packard; and Robert Carabine who became VP of Operations with previous experience with Eaton-Kenway. While Jon Bengtson and Robert Carabine did leave in the middle of the 1980s, Peter Dickinson was important to IGT’s R&D efforts throughout the 1980s; Raymond Pike successfully managed many of IGT’s legal matters throughout the 1990s. It was a young new team of managers. Except for Robert Carabine, they were all in their 30s when they joined IGT.

76 For video reels, the first of half of the 1980s saw some growth, but technological development in electronic physical spinning reel technology then caught up because of their advantage in the number of reel stops and security. As a result, it would be until the 1990s before technology enabled new innovative opportunities and before video reel machines were able to make their large breakthrough (see Chapter 0).

77 While earlier versions of Moore’s law (Moore, 1965) differed somewhat from later interpretations; the law in its description of the development from the end of the 1970s onward described the rapid, even increase in the complexity of the memory chip (DRAM) and the rapid, even progress in microprocessor speed (Mollick, 2006). As argued by Mollick (2006) the rapid progression and consistency of the “law” during the last decades are due to a number of technological as well as economic factors. Because the price for the latest microprocessor or DRAM has remained very stable as well as the law, there is the implication that after a year, it will be possible to buy microprocessors or memory with 30% improved performance for the same price or the same memory or microprocessor performance for a significant decrease in price (Mollick, 2006; Jörnmark & Ramberg, 2004).

78 Video poker was the innovation that had the ability to reshape the environment through which gaming machines operated by making local casinos and “convenience” gaming in street locations, more economically viable. They were both locations dominated by local residents, and the specific player appeal of video poker for these local residents combined with the growth of Nevada and Las Vegas residents in general during the period made possible a period of rapid growth.

In many regards, video poker had an ability to reshape the environment by giving rise to local casinos and convenience gaming in Nevada in a way similar to how the Amusement Video Game through its player appeal had made possible the growth of shopping mall arcades and amusement games in street locations during the late 1970s (Jörnmark & Ernkvist, forthcoming). Both developments were primarily driven by the high win/unit for the video based machines.

79 Some studies have proposed that video poker are more prone to problem gambling than other types of gaming machines. As a result, it could be argued that the attraction for video poker among local players (that are more prone to problem gambling) were driven by the ability of video poker to attract problem gamblers. The argument that video poker is more “addictive” than other types of casino games remains controversial (for a discussion of this, see Dowling, Smith, & Thomas, 2005). Even if this would be the case, it is unlikely that the “addictive” nature of video gaming were more important than the rational economic reason proposed here. Nevertheless, it could have been one factor (although not the most important one) that contributed to the attraction of video poker to local gamblers over time.

80 Some studies of specific local-oriented casinos confirmed this view, e.g. in Gold Coast Las Vegas 1,600 (84%) of a total 1900 gaming machines in 1988 was video poker machines (Hevener, 1988:10).

81 One survey of local resident gamblers in the Las Vegas area conducted in 1998-1999 (Shoemaker & Zenke, 2005) revealed that out of the different casino games, 49.6 % of
respondents played video poker most often (compared to 18.1% for spinning reel machines, 8.6 for Black Jack followed by Bingo, race & sport books, keno, poker, video keno and craps) (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005). The study also showed a markedly higher preference for video poker among frequent local gamblers. Playing preferences for video poker were 10 percentage units higher for heavy gamblers than for light gamblers (Shoemaker & Zemke, 2005). Not surprisingly, the adverse result between the two groups was true for slot machines.

The surveys conducted by GLS Research for the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority make comparisons between gambling preferences among residents and visitors in the Las Vegas area possible. According to their “Clark County resident study” and “Las Vegas Visitor” profile, around three times as many Clark County residents responded that video poker was the game they played most often compared to Las Vegas visitors for whom spinning reel machines and table games were played far more often (LVCVA, 2004a; 2004b; 2006a; 2006b). The percentage of gambling Clark County residents who played video poker most often was 34 and 29 percent for 2003 and 2005, respectively. For Las Vegas visitors, the corresponding numbers were 9 and 10 percent.

These non-casino gaming machine establishments in Nevada are called “restricted” (in comparison to the “non-restricted” casino licenses) due to a restriction on the number of gaming machines and other specific regulations surrounding them (see “Definitions”).

The development of Jackpot Enterprises, one of the largest gaming machine route operator for convenience venues in Nevada, is revealing in this regard. In 1989, as much as 72 percent of its machines were video poker, as of 1997 that had increased to 96 percent (Jackpot Enterprises Annual Report, 1989, 1997). Accounts from other gaming machine route operators in Nevada in the 1990s gave similar estimates of the high dominance of video poker during that period (see e.g. Anchor Annual Report, 1997).

Official statistic from the Nevada Gaming Commission regarding the specific growth of video poker in different location types is not available (the statistics breaks down gaming machines in terms of denomination and not in terms of type of games). However, statistics for the total growth of restricted gaming machines in Nevada reveals that the growth of restricted non-casino establishments (convenience gaming) was especially high during the period 1978-1989 when video poker made its breakthrough as the local game of choice. Arguably, video pokers as an innovation were crucial for the growth of these venues.

In Atlantic City, the penetration of video gaming machine in 1986 was lower; only 844 of the 16,373 gaming machines in Atlantic City were video based. The comparably lower degree of video based gaming machines in Atlantic City was not only a result of a different player base and the lack of experience with poker; Atlantic City’s specific regulation hindered the amount of casino floor space available for gaming machines (see Appendix 1). The result was that the more rapid playing speed of spinning reel gaming machines had a comparative advantage.

IGT and Si Redd had the vision and entrepreneurial management that pushed the company to embrace innovation even if it threatened their existing product lines. Si Redd was convinced that constantly staying at the forefront of technological development and creating video gaming machines with such player appeal that they could produce Schumpeterian rents through a significant above average win per unit was the way to conduct business.

“I would wager that ten year from now [1993, authors remark] you won’t even recognize the way the video machines look. There’s no question that the state-of-the-art is improving tremendously. It will get through a tremendous revolution. Most of the progressive casino managers welcome obsoleting the old machines. And the only way we can get them to obsolete is by making sure that the machine takes in enough money so that they get their money back on the investment they make very quickly.”

Si Redd cited in Public Gaming (1983c:35)

Built in a modular way through standardization, changes to new game concepts were rapid and easy for the casinos that only had to purchase “conversion kits” from IGT (consisting
of a new program memory and new artwork) to change to another game. Through the Fortune II line, the advantages of increasing modularization, such as increasing speed of innovation, enabled the constant introduction of new gaming software. Steven Wynn that was chairman of Golden Nugget at the time, noted the advantage.

“What is significant about IGT’s new [Fortune II] product line is a move away from equipment obsolescence In the past each new generation of equipment would make the prior generation obsolete. Today, with everything becoming modular, a new chip or a board is all that is needed to change games. That is very important.”

87 Compared to the high need for quality control in production and the assembling of a large number of components in the electro-mechanical era, digital gaming machines had a considerably higher reliability. Service problems were mainly limited to minor problems, such as coin jams. This was especially true with the introduction of microprocessor -driven gaming machines in the early 1980s. They would rapidly take over the previous generations of electronic gaming machines based on TTL integrated- circuits. Video poker did not consist of any moving parts, so previous quality assurance and engineering efforts to limit this problem that was common in electro-mechanical gaming machines became obsolete.

88 The development on the market was also mixed during this time. The US encountered slower casino gaming growth after 1982 as well, which affected gaming machine sales negatively (see Figure 7 p 59). However, for video-poker gaming machines the continued relative growth of video-poker in relation to other types of gaming machines meant that this segment of the market most likely continued to grow.